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ADBI NEWS 44: Going Blue at ADB Annual
Meeting in Fiji, Financial Inclusion Keys, T20’s
Quality Infrastructure Fix

NEWS
 READ: ADBI Builds Blue Economy Resilience

Coastal communities’ defenses against rising threats posed by climate change could improve
greatly with the adoption of recommendations detailed during an ADBI workshop at the ADB
Annual Meeting in Nadi, Fiji on 1 May 2019. Policy experts identified ways to enhance disaster
risk financing and infrastructure development vital to safeguarding ocean-based food and
energy production, small business growth, and social wellbeing.

BOOK
 READ: Financial Inclusion Keys in 7 Regional Countries

Spotlighted

Financial Inclusion, Regulation, Literacy, and Education in Central Asia and South
Caucasusexamines leading factors affecting the ability of low-income households and small
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firms to access financial services in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz
Republic, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. It also details regional financial inclusion solutions.

Read more and download the book

More books

VIDEO
 WATCH: T20 on Optimizing Infrastructure Development

ADBI Dean Naoyuki Yoshino, Chair of T20 Japan and Lead Co-Chair of the T20 infrastructure
task force, describes how the world’s economies can meet rising infrastructure demand and
maximize the economic and social “spillover” effects of projects in local communities.

More T20 Japan videos

POLICY BRIEF
 READ: Closing the Gender Gap in Financial Inclusion

Through Fintech

The percentage of women owning an account at a financial institution in Asia and the Pacific
is increasing, but a gender gap persists and is almost 30% in some countries. This policy brief
highlights gender barriers to financial services access and how fintech can empower women
to overcome them.

Read more and download the policy brief

More policy briefs

WORKING PAPER
 READ: Challenges in Credit Guarantee Scheme

Implementation for SMEs: The Case of Viet Nam

Access to credit is still one of the greatest obstacles to small and medium-sized enterprise
growth in Asia and the Pacific. This report looks at the use of credit guarantee schemes to
address SME financing needs and factors governments must consider to avoid performance
lapses, highlighting Viet Nam’s implementation experience.

Read more and download the working paper

More working papers
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PODCAST
 LISTEN: Why Malaysia’s Rising Labor Income Share and

Falling Inequality is Cause for Concern

The share of national income earned by workers has been falling in most countries and
inequality has been rising as a result. The opposite is true in Malaysia which may seem like
welcome news but masks a worrying trend, according to Allen Ng, Tan Theng Theng and Tan
Zhai Gen.

Listen to the podcast here

More episodes

UPCOMING EVENTS
 JOIN: ADBI Sessions on Transport Infrastructure and

Quality of Life

Policymakers in Asia and the Pacific are increasingly seeking private investment to raise
transportation infrastructure growth. These discussion sessions will be held at the World
Conference on Transportation Research in Mumbai, and feature project lessons, the social
impact of high-speed rail development, and evolving management imperatives. Read more

JOIN: ADBI Sessions on Financial Inclusion and Financial
Literacy, Financial Regulation, SME Finance, and
Infrastructure Development

The discussion sessions will examine critical issues for boosting inclusive and sustainable
growth and cutting-edge policy approaches during the 7th Xi’an-Jiaotong-Liverpool University
Seminar on Asia and Pacific Economies in Suzhou, People’s Republic of China. Read more

JOIN: Conference on Promoting Responsible and
Sustainable Financial Services in a Digital Age

While greater financial inclusion has contributed significantly to poverty reduction and
prosperity in Asia and the Pacific, the range and usage of financial services in the region
remain a concern. This ADBI conference in Tokyo will investigate ways to achieve further
financial services access breakthroughs amid rapid digital development. Read more

More events
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BLOG
 READ: Greater Partnerships for the Effective Management

of Labor Migration in Asia

Labor migration flows from Asia peaked in 2015 and subsequently dropped 6% to 5.2 million
by 2017. Asian Pathways contributors Nanum Jeon and Pitchaya Sirivunnabood explain why
and the role international partnerships can play to ensure the economic benefits and welfare
of migrant workers as their numbers fluctuate.

Read more

More from Asia Pathways, the ADBI blog

Want to contribute?

CALL FOR PAPERS
 SUBMIT: Economic Integration in Asia and Europe: Lessons

and Recommended Policies 
 Deadline for manuscripts: 30 May 2019

More calls for papers

JOBS 
 APPLY: Research Associate(s) 

 Closing Date: 17 May 2019

APPLY: Consultant for Liaison with T20 and Other Think
Tank Networks 

 Closing Date: 21 May 2019

 

Disclaimer 
 The views expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the Asian Development

Bank Institute or the Asian Development Bank. Materials may be reprinted with credit given to ADBI News.

To send comments or subscribe for free, e-mail adbinews@adbi.org; fax a message to +81-3-3593-5571; or write
to ADBI News, Kasumigaseki Building 8F, 3-2-5 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-6008, Japan.
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